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Abstract. The implementation of a domain agnostic software system
(such as an enterprise resource planning system or a trading information
system) based on the REA model requires a generic, yet highly adaptable software architecture. Building on top of well established academic
findings and proposals regarding the REA model we are proposing a
software model building on two main concepts: fragments and declarations. Together they establish a single, flexible, extendible class hierarchy implemented purely on a database layer. Fragments and declarations
are implemented as associative arrays that are enriched with metadata,
providing clear access to attributes and their meta information. The system’s flexibility is drastically increased by enabling the multi-typification
of REA entities.
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Introduction

The REA model has been investigated on an abstract level [9,4,3], in terms of
software engineering approaches [10,6,7] and some attempts have been made to
implement real-life REA based business software in the past [6]. Some authors
have researched on rules and policies for the REA model [1,5,2] in order to provide advanced runtime configurations, constraint definition and checking, etc.
In our software architecture for the REA model we are seizing some of those
approaches and adapt them slightly to define a model that suits our needs and
feels very generic from a software engineering point of view. Our model is backed
by a domain independent data structure and provides a mechanism for the configuration and execution of business models at runtime.
We also make heavy use of the “type object” pattern [8], which has been used
for describing REA models in the past. With respect to the typification method
in REA, we are using this pattern to also enable the possibility for runtimespecification of more than one type on a single instance. We thus present a
technical solution to the multi-typification issue which, in our opinion, has not
received enough attention in the past.
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Runtime Modeling

It is an important aspect of long running systems to be able to adapt over time—
in order to accommodate changes in the environment, evolving user preferences,
etc. In case of an accounting model such as REA [9] this means to be able to
host varying and changing businesses with different requirements, entities and
business models. The traditional way in REA to model a certain business is to
declare it on a “type” and on an “instance” layer and use associations among
entities of both layers to define relationships and policies [5]. [6] extends this
concept by the notion of “aspects”, i.e. horizontal data and function capsules
that can be woven into virtually any domain concept by using methods of aspect
oriented programming.

Fig. 1. Overview of our class hierarchy (mix of class diagram and object diagram)—the
left part of the diagram displays “fragments”, the right part depicts the inheritance
tree of the “declarations”. Classes depicted in red are core classes, representing domain
independent entities of the REA model (not all REA concepts shown here) or other
entities situated at the REA model level; these classes are implemented in software. All
classes depicted in green are examples for those that are declared at runtime, backed by
a generic database, basically as associative arrays including metadata, i.e. they define
their named attributes and attribute types, and whether these attributes are required
or optional. Blue items depict specific objects (instances) of green class declarations,
and they can be realizations of multiple class declarations in a single instance (multitypification).

In our work we are reshaping things a little bit by making fragments first
class citizens of the REA modeling layer and by providing a generic solution
for the issue of multi-typification. We are introducing a database backed Meta-
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Object Facility1 (MOF) compatible modeling scheme. In Fig. 1 we provide an
overview on our global software architecture by displaying a tiny domain specific
example.
We are using the REA model plus “fragments” as language definition on
layer M2, we are defining the domain specific business models on layer M1 and
we are instantiating the busines model entities on layer M0.
– The M2 layer is defined by the REA model in terms of an UML compatible
class diagram, plus we add a little modeling sugar by injecting the concept
of fragments to it.
– The M1 layer is used by business domain experts to declare their business
model by the notion of domain specific resources, events, agents, etc. Entities defined on this layer correspond to what is called an “interface” or
“pure virtual class” in software engineering terms: they declare their public
methods—in our case the indices of the underlying associative array.
– The M0 layer represents instantiations of M1 entities, i.e. the real resources,
events, agents, etc. It is crucial to note that each entity on the M0 layer
can be associated with multiple M1 entities, i.e. an agent can be both an
employee and a customer. Of course, the runtime instance must fulfill the
class declaration contract defined by all the M1 entities it is associated with.
In our current concept, a single M0 entity can be associated with at most
one kind of REA model entity, i.e. it is either a resource, or an agent, etc.
but within such a category it can be associated with multiple declarations
thereof.
2.1

Fragments

Fragments are reusable data capsules (i.e. in our current concept they do not
expose or possess any behavior) with the following main properties:
– Fragments are sets of attributes with a common context, such as e.g.:
• Identifiable (providing a string value to store unique identifiers),
• Schedulable (providing values for the duration and for the preparation
and wrap-up time), or
• GPSCoordinate (providing values for longitude, latitude and altitude).
– They are flexible units that can be referred to by declarations, in order to
declare their capabilities in a generic and reusable way, and
– they are declared scope-free, i.e. they can be applied to both types and
instances.
Fragments define their own class hierarchy, with a common base class Fragment,
which in turn is a direct descendant of Entity. A single fragment can inherit explicitly from at most one other fragment—if it does not, it implicitly inherits from
1

http://www.omg.org/mof/
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Fragment. A fragment can also define identifiers referring to other fragments by
declaring a “composition” link, e.g. the CompanyInformation fragment might
define a property location which refers to a GPSCoordinate fragment.
2.2

Declarations

In order to distinguish REA concepts from our chosen software engineering approach we have decided to name REA entities “declarations”, as they might
be more restrictive in some cases and more flexible in other cases, than REA
itself—it is simply easier to refer to “REA concepts” on the one hand and to
“declarations” on the other hand.
Declarations offer a system for tree-based modeling of domain specific characteristics with the help of a number of parallel trees: there exists a tree for
declaring agents, another tree for declaring resources, another one for declaring
events, etc. Reduced to its semantics, declarations correspond to the core REA
model, i.e. specific business domains are modeled by specifying resources, agents,
events, etc. For our approach it is however important to formalize REA concepts
in software engineering terms; as such the term “declaration” stands for a class
declaration just like in object oriented languages, i.e. declarations define a class
hierarchy and offer variables for instances and for classes (the latter correspond
to what is usually called “types” in the REA model). Each node (“declaration”)
of the tree can be associated with zero or more fragments by realizing a “composition” link, thus declaring the structured attribute contract the types and
instances of the runtime layer must adhere to.
Also, declarations can have associations with other declarations, e.g. an aircraft maintenance technician can have the permission to maintain specific aircraft types. In addition, such an association can have an association class attached to it, and that class must be an instance of a fragment. For each instantiation of such an association, a separate instance of the corresponding association
fragment is created and linked as an instance of the association class.
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Conclusion

We have presented a generic software architecture for an REA based accounting
system that uses a variant of the type object pattern as the core modeling technique in order to allow separation of domain specific knowledge from the software
model. Our approach allows modelling on two interlinked parallel paths: fragments and declarations. The latter make use of the former by composition links
as instance or class variables. A clear separation between the modeling layer and
the runtime layer is established, and on the runtime layer each instance can be
typified with multiple declarations, which enables a high grade of flexibility for
the runtime system. The class contract of fragments and declarations further
allows the structured definition of business rules on both the modeling layer and
on the runtime layer; through attribute and metadata inspection graphical user
interfaces can provide thorough assistance in the formulation of business rules.
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We are currently evaluating our software architecture for usability (from a software engineering point of view) and applicability with regards to the integration
of business rules.
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